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Abstract
Polyhedral Kähler surfaces are a class of complex surfaces, which are flat everywhere except on a
two-dimensional skeleton. They are defined as a generalisation of the “gluing a polygon side by side”
construction of flat Riemann surfaces.
In this article, we introduce two classes of polyhedral Kähler surfaces with trivial holonomy:
products of polyhedral Kähler curves with zero holonomy and ramified coverings of tori, and prove
that none of these classes is contained in the other. Existence of other types of polyhedral Kähler
surfaces is still open.
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1
1 Introduction
1.1 Definition and examples of P K manifolds
There is a well-known construction of flat Riemann surfaces with conical singularities, occurring by gluing
two-by-two sides of same lengths of a polygon P Ă C. The resulting topological surface S naturally
inherits a complex structure, which is flat except at a finite number of singular points: charts are trivial
at neighbourhoods of points not being vertices of P , and any vertex x of P has a neighbourhood Ux Ă S
isometric to the cone Cα Ă C centred at zero of conical angle 2piα, so that the map z P Cα » Ux ÞÝÑ z
α P C
is a chart.
This point of view on Riemann surfaces is given several motivations in the survey [5] by A. Zorich.
One of them is the definition of the so-called Teichmüller geodesic flow on the moduli space of genus
g Riemann surfaces (and even on the Teichmüller spaces, because the flow preserves a given choice of
representatives of the fundamental group). It is defined as follows: fix a polygon with sides which are
two-by-two identified by translations, so that you can glue it to a flat Riemann surface X0. Fixing a
real direction in this polygon, scaling in this direction and gluing the new polygon according to the old
gluing-pattern, we get a new flat Riemann surface of the same topological type as X0. This defines
our Teichmüller geodesic flow. Its orbits and ergodic properties are studied in geometry as well as in
dynamical systems.
The initial gluing-procedure can be generalised to higher dimensions to construct so-called polyhedral
manifolds.
Definition 1.1. Consider M a 2n-dimensional R-smooth manifold together with some fixed simplicial
decomposition, and endow it with a flat metric obtained by isometrical gluing of choices of flat metrics
on each 2n-dimensional simplex. Then M is called a polyhedral manifold.
From now on, let us consider for convenience only connected manifolds.
Definition 1.2. If M2n is a polyhedral manifold, let Ms be the union of all its simplices of codimension
at least 2. Then MzMs clearly has a complex structure, so that the holonomy of M is well-defined as the
holonomy of MzMs. This holonomy is called unitary if it is a subgroup of Upnq.
For n “ 1, we were lucky enough to get an additional complex structure on M . This does not arise
in general, for M may have a non-unitary holonomy: Up1q “ SOp2q but Upnq Ĺ SOp2nq in higher
dimension.
Actually, a more careful study sheds light on another obstruction. Let M2n be a polyhedral manifold
of unitary holonomy, Ms its 2-skeleton. Let us introduce a few useful concepts for studying the singular
locus of the flat metric,Ms. First, if x PMs does not belong to any simplex of codimension greater or equal
to 3 (x is in a face Fx of codimension 2 of the simplicial decomposition), then there is a neighbourhood
x P Ux Ă M isometric to Cα ˆ R
2n´2. We call 2piα the conical angle at x. In particular, if M is PK0,
all such conical angles are in 2piZ. Moreover, this isometry carries the natural parallel complex structure
of UxX pMzMsq to a parallel complex structure on C
˚
α ˆR
2n´2, which can be extended by continuity to
Cα ˆR
2n´2. If t0u ˆR2n´2 is stable under this complex structure, the face Fx is said to have a complex
direction.
Definition 1.3. A polyhedral manifold M2n is said to be polyhedral Kähler (PK) if it has unitary
holonomy and each face of codimension 2 has a complex direction. It is called a PK curve if n “ 1, a
PK surface if n “ 2. We may also encounter polyhedral Kähler manifolds with trivial holonomy, being
referred to as PK0 manifolds.
Example 1.4. Let n ě 2. A covering of the torus T 4 ramified with conical angle 2pin over the complex
curve tpx “ a` ib, y “ c` idq P T 4 | y “ 0u is a PK manifold. It also holds if ramified over the complex
curve tpx, yq P T 4 | x “ yu. If ramified over tpa, b, c, dq P T 4 | b “ d “ 0u however, it is not polyhedral
Kähler, for the ramified locus has no complex direction.
More generally, the following result holds. Its proof is postponed to Section 3.2, where various results
about complex tori are recalled.
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Proposition 1.5. Let T be a two-dimensional complex torus and C1, . . . , Cn complex curves with fixed
complex directions in T. Assume that no three of them have a common intersection point. Then the
ramified cover of T over these curves is a PK0 surface.
Example 1.6. We will see in Section 2.1 that PK0 curves are exactly flat Riemann surfaces with trivial
holonomy and a finite number of singular points. A product of two flat Riemann surfaces with trivial
holonomy and a finite number of singular points is a PK0 surface.
Remark 1.7. There is a priori no way to scale a given PK0 surface X, let alone to define an analogous
of the Teichmüller geodesic flow on moduli spaces of PK0 surfaces. That is a motivation for us to study
some families of PK0 surfaces on which natural scalings may arise. For instance, PK0 product of curves
definitely have such scalings. On the other hand, even a PK0 surface X arising as a ramified covering
pi : X Ñ B of a scalable PK0 surface B may have no scaling induced by B. A scaling of B lifting up
to X is indeed defined as a scaling of B compatible with the PK0 structure considered on X; for that, it
should send any irreducible component of pipXsq to a curve in B which still has a complex direction.
Remark 1.8. If a scaling of B is not compatible with one PK0 structure of X (in the sense of the previous
remark), it may still be compatible with another (biholomorphic but not isometric) PK0 structure on X.
Unfortunately, we do not understand relations between various biholomorphic PK0 structures on a given
PK0 manifold.
1.2 Complex Kähler structure and flat metric on P K surfaces or curves
We already mentioned a natural complex structure arising on any PK0 curve. Actually, PK0 surfaces
are trickier to handle; let us just quote here a theorem of [4]:
Theorem (by Dima Panov) On any polyhedral Kähler surface M , a natural parallel complex structure
on MzMs can be extended to M by charts on points of Ms, in order to obtain a smooth complex structure
on M . This complex flat structure is Kähler. Moreover, Ms is a union of complex curves for this
structure.
We do not need this theorem in Section 2: PK0 surfaces arising as a product of two PK0 curves have
indeed an explicit complex structure. It will appear to be mostly important in Section 3, significantly
enough the third part about the structure of Ms.
Let us denote by Ω1pXq the sheaf of holomorphic 1-forms on a complex manifold X . Combining
complex structure and flat metric on PK0 surfaces and curves yields to the following definition:
Definition 1.9. A holomorphic 1-form on an n-dimensional PK0 manifold is said to be compatible with
the flat structure if at any non-singular point, it is locally pulled back from a form of constant coefficients
a1 dz1 ` . . .` an dzn on C
n by the isometric local chart.
Remark 1.10. Particularly, on a PK0 curve X, the set of all holomorphic 1-forms compatible with the
flat structure is 1-dimensional in H0pΩ1pXqq, which is itself of dimension gpXq. Taking this compatibility
with the flat structure into account will appear as a nice way to distinguish a special abelian differential
(up to multiplicative constant). It will be used thoroughly in the proof of theorem B.
At last, we should say that the “Kähler part” of D. Panov’s theorem is not proven in [4]. For sake of
self-contentedness, let us sketch here an argument for proving due to Misha Verbitsky and Dima Panov.
It uses the following lemma:
Lemma 1.11. On a non-Kähler surface, squares of (1,1)-forms are non-positive.
The proof of this lemma is to be found in an upcoming book by Misha Verbitsky and Liviu Ornea
about the classification of complex surfaces.
In this article, we actually just need to prove that a PK0 surface can not be a Hopf surface (Sec-
tion 3.3), hence finding a non-zero (1,1)-form is already enough for our purpose (even if it has some
degenerations).
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Proof of the existence of a (1,1)-form of positive square on a PK0 surface. LetM be a PK0 surface with
singular locus Ms of real codimension at least 2 and S singular locus of codimension 4. Let ω be the
Kähler form associated with the flat metric on MzMs.
For p P MszS, Up a chart neighbourhood of p and V a flat open chart set intersecting Up, with
flat coordinates z1, z2. There are some coordinates pz, z1q on Up, pz3, z1q on C
2 in which there is a
chart pz, z1q P Up Ñ pz
n, z1q P C
2 centered at p “ p0, 0q with Ms “ tz “ 0u locally. We can also
write z3 :“ az1 ` bz2 “ 0 for some constants a, b P C, say b ‰ 0. Then on Ux X V , dz1 “ dz1 and
dz2 “ b
´1pnzn´1 dz ´ a dz1q. Since
ω “
i
2
pdz1 ^ dz1 ` dz2 ^ dz2q
on V , rewriting in coordinates pz, z1q on UxXV extends it holomorphically to ω “
i
2
p1`|ab´1|2qdz1^ dz1
on Ms X Ux. This does not depend of the choice of V since M has trivial holonomy, so that dz1 can be
chosen globally on MzMs.
For p P S now, we can extend ω by Hartogs theorem (in the basis of local (1,1)-forms, ω is indeed
given by a finite number of holomorphic functions defined everywhere except at the (real codimension 4)
point p).
Hence, ω extends to a global closed (1,1)-form on M . It has some degenerations, so it is not Kähler
itself; nevertheless its square is still the local volume form almost everywhere, so it equals 2.
1.3 Results
Remember that a PK0 curve X has an Albanese variety: AlbpXq “ H0pΩ1pXqq˚{ιpH1pX,Zqq where
ι : rγs P H1pX,Zq ÞÑ
¨
˝ω ÞÑ
ż
γ
ω
˛
‚P H0pΩ1pXqq˚
is an embedding. This AlbpXq is a complex torus, and fixing x0 P X , we have a map
x P X ÞÑ x´ x0 P Pic
0pXq » AlbpXq.
Even with the PK assumption though, there is no reason why this map should be a (-n eventually
ramified) covering. Actually, we prove in Section 2 that:
Theorem A A PK0 curve is a ramified covering of a torus if and only if there are two directions V and
H such that V -periods (respectively H-periods) form a discrete subgroup of R.
Remark 1.12. This is actually equivalent to the fact that for any two distinct directions V and H,
V -periods (resp. H-periods) form a discrete subgroup of R, or also to the fact that periods form a lattice
in C.
This idea enables us to construct PK0 surfaces which are products of two curves but not ramified
coverings of tori, by theorem B of Section 2.3:
Theorem B A product of two PK0 curves X “ C1 ˆ C2 is a ramified covering of a torus T if and only
if C1 and C2 both are ramified coverings of tori.
In Section 3, we consider the converse problem: which PK0 surfaces are products of two curves? The
answer depends actually on the set of complex directions of X realised by codimension 2 faces. After a
few definitions postponed to Section 3, we will be able to prove the following result:
Theorem C Let X be a PK0 surface. If it has at most two relevant complex directions, it is a product
of curves. Moreover, there are PK0 surfaces with three relevant complex directions not being products of
curves.
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Figure 1: Topological argument to choose T in the proof of lemma 2.2
2 Does a PK0 product of curves cover a torus?
2.1 Characterising P K0 curves
All starts with the following correspondence.
Proposition 2.1. A PK0 curve is the same as a zero holonomy flat Riemann surface with a finite
number of singular points.
The direct inclusion has already been proved.
Let X be a zero holonomy flat Riemann surface with a finite number of singular points. Since the
surface has zero holonomy, we can fix a direction in the tangent space at each point of X ; let’s call it
the north. Completing this unitary vector field into an indirect orthonormal basis of TX , we can define
an orthogonal unitary vector field east. For all x P X , we denote by lx : R Ñ X the geodesic path of
northern direction such that lxp0q “ x and mx the analogous eastern path.
To prove that X is a PK0 curve, we are going to use the following result.
Lemma 2.2. There is a compact geodesic arc of eastern direction S such that for all x P X, the path lx
crosses S.
Proof. Actually, take any p P X and the geodesic arc of eastern direction S “ mppr´T, T sq, for some
T to be chosen in a while. Let U “ tx P X | lx crosses Su. It contains S. For a well-chosen T , U
even contains a neighbourhood of S. Indeed, mppRq Ă X is compact, so finitely covered by open sets
U1, . . . , UN of X trivialising the north-east grid and of eastern diameter smaller than 2. Without loss of
generality, mppRq XUj ‰ ∅ for all j. Since mppRq “
Ť
ną0 mppr´n, nsq, there is some big enough n such
that mppr´n, nsq X Uj ‰ ∅ for all j. Then T “ n` 1 is fine.
This argument is depicted on figure 1, with mppr´1, 1sq in blue, the remaining part of mppr´2, 2sq in
green, the remaining part of mppr´3, 3sq in cyan, and the remaining part of mppRq in red. On this figure,
T “ 3 is fine.
U is open in X : let x P U and t0 P R such that lxpt0q “ s0 P S. Then, y P X ÞÑ lypt0q P X being a
local diffeomorphism, we restrict it to a diffeomorphism between neighbourhoods Vx and Vs0 on which
the north-east grid is trivial. Since U contains a neighbourhood of S, Vs0 Ă U . Composing by l¨p´t0q
yields Vx Ă U .
And U is also closed: let x P X approached by a sequence pxnq P U
N. We have ptnq, psnq such
that lxnptnq “ sn P S. Since S is compact, we can assume that both psn, tnq converge to ps, tq P
SˆRYt´8,`8u. If x P lspRq Ă U , it’s fine. Else, x can actually be approached by a sequence in lspRq;
in a neighbourhood of x trivialising the north-east grid, lspRq is just a set of parallel lines of northern
direction. So there are some a, b P R such that mxpaq “ lspbq. Since north and east define locally constant
vector fields with zero Lie bracket, their flow commute, so s1 “ msp´aq P S satisfies ls1pbq “ x.
By connectedness, U “ X .
For now on, let S be as in the previous lemma.
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Figure 2: Strip decomposition locally around S0 (black points are singularities)
Figure 3: Gluing rectangles to construct X
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let ε ą 0 such that l : ps, tq P S ˆ p´ε, εq ÞÑ lsptq P X is injective. Let U be
its image. Since U Ă X has non zero Lebesgue measure, by Poincaré recurrence theorem, for almost all
s P S there is a time tU psq ą ε such that lsptU psqq P U and hence tpsq P ptU psq ´ ε, tU psq ` εq such that
lsptpsqq P S. Without loss of generality, we can assume that tpsq ą 0 is minimal and call it the first return
time of ls. By almost all, we understand S1 Ă S such that lpS1 ˆ p´ε, εqq and lpS ˆ p´ε, εqq have the
same Lebesgue measure.
Let us cover X by a finite set C of open balls trivialising the north-east grid. If x P S1 and lx does not
go through any singular point before its first return to S, then there is a neighbourhood x P Vx Ă S such
that for all t P r0, tpxqs and for all y P Vx, an open ball of C contains both lyptq and lxptq. Then all ly for
y P Vx are parallel paths with constant distance to each other before their first return to S and they all
have the same first return time tpyq “ tpxq. Particularly, Vx Ă S1. So S “ S1 by connectedness.
Hence, this construction defines a striped decomposition of X in the following sense (see figure 2): a
strip is an element of
tlxptq | x P S, t P r0, tpxqq, lxpsq is not a singular point for s ă tpxqu {„
where „ is the finest equivalence relation such that lxpsq „ lxptq if x P S, s, t P r0, tpxqq and x „ y if x P S
and y P Vx. According to Lemma 2.2, strips partition X . This gives equivalently a construction of X
from glued rectangles as in figure 3.
Hence, X is a PK0 curve.
2.2 Does a P K0 curve cover of a torus?
Let us come to the proof of theorem A. First, we state what we mean by V and H-periods.
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Figure 4: The finite sheeted ramified covering X˜ Ñ C{Γ
Definition 2.3. Let X be a PK0 surface with a complex flat structure with associated 1-form dz; X is
obtained from gluing rectangles as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. For any closed path γ on X,ż
γ
dz “ a` ib P C,
and a (respectively b) is called an H-period (respectively a V -period) of X. We may refer to a as the
H-period on the path γ.
Remark 2.4. The set of all H-periods of X is a subgroup PH of R. Actually, it is finitely generated, by
the H-periods on horizontal paths between singular points of X (e.g. on the figure 3, these paths are only
the coloured segments).
Proposition 2.5. If both PH and PV are discrete subgroups of R (or equivalently the set of all periods is
a discrete subgroup of C), then X is a ramified covering of the complex torus C{Γ, where Γ “ PH ` iPV .
Proof. Let Γ “ PH ` iPV . Consider the rectangle decomposition of X as a (simply-connected) polygonal
closed set X˜ Ă C from which X is glued by the projection p : X˜ Ñ X . Fixing a base point and
integrating dz along paths contained in X˜, we define an injective, holomorphic map: X˜ Ñ C. Composed
with the canonical CÑ C{Γ, it yields a finite-sheeted surjective map X˜ Ñ C{Γ which is a covering inside
X˜. It is depicted in figure 4.
By definition of Γ, this factorizes through p and we get a map: X Ñ C{Γ, which is a finite-sheeted
covering ramified only at points corresponding to vertices of X˜, that is to say at the singular points of
X .
We are now left with the converse statement of theorem A.
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a PK0 curve and a ramified covering of a torus pi : X Ñ C{Γ as well. Then
PH and PV both are discrete subgroups of R.
Proof. It is equivalent to show that PH ` iPV is a discrete subgroup of C, which is clear since:
PH ` iPV “
$&
%
ż
γ
dz | γ closed path on X
,.
- Ă
$&
%
ż
γ1
dz | γ1 closed path on C{Γ
,.
- “ Γ.
Remark 2.7. By Remark 2.4, if X is given with its rectangle decomposition, we can easily construct a
finite number of generators of PH and PV . Checking that PH and PV are discrete is then tantamount to
checking that a few generators are commensurable, which is quite an effective criterion.
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2.3 Generalising to products of P K0 curves
Let us now prove theorem B.
Proof. The converse direction is clear.
Let now pi : X “ C1 ˆC2 Ñ T be a ramified covering of a torus by a product of PK
0 curves. Let us
prove that both curves C1 and C2 are ramified coverings of complex one-dimensional tori.
Denote by dz1, dz2 the unique (up to a complex multiplicative constant) holomorphic flat differentials
on C1, C2, and take a basis of flat differentials dz, dw on T. For any fixed b P C2, we pull them back by
fb : C1 » C1 ˆ tbu ãÑ C1 ˆ C2
pi
ÝÑ T.
These pull-backs are holomorphic flat differentials on C1, so multiples of dz1, and their periods are
the same as the periods of the forms dz, dw on the torus, so discrete subgroups of C. But by Proposition
2.5, the periods of a non-zero multiple of dz1 form a discrete subgroup of C1 if and only if C1 is a ramified
covering of a torus.
Hence, if we assume that C1 is not a ramified covering of a torus (working by contradiction), we get
f˚b pdzq “ f
˚
b pdwq “ 0, that is to say that at a point pa, bq P C1 ˆ C2, both linear forms ppi
˚ dzqpa,bq and
ppi˚ dwqpa,bq on the tangent space Tpa,bqpXq have the same one-dimensional kernel Tpa,bqpC1 ˆ tbuq. So
these two linear forms pi˚ dz, pi˚ dw are proportional. But dz, dw were set linearly independent on T,
absurd!
So C1 is a ramified covering of a torus.
Remark 2.8. The compatibility of our pull-backs of holomorphic 1-forms with the flat structures arises
from the fact that we always pull back through local isometries (for pi, it is example 3.4.4 in [2]). It is
very important since our main criterion, that is theorem A, focuses on periods for a holomorphic 1-form
dz compatible with the flat structure.
3 Characterizing PK0 product of curves
3.1 Some more definitions
Let X be a PK0 surface with 2-skeleton Xs.
Definition 3.1. A complex direction of X is defined as a parallel line bundle on XzXs which is also a
subsheaf of Ω1pXzXsq.
Let F be a codimension 2 face of X and Fs be the set of points x P F which are codimension 4
singularities of X . In a neighbourhood of a point x P F zFs, there is a chart pz, z1q P Ux Ă X ÞÑ pz
n, z1q P
C2 such that locally F X Ux “ tz “ 0u.
Definition 3.2. The complex direction of F is the unique complex direction LF of X defined on XzXsY
F zFs such that LF pUxq “ C ¨ dz Ă Ω
1pXzXs Y F zFsq.
Definition 3.3. A complex direction L of X is said relevant if there is a codimension 2 face F of X
such that L “ LF .
Examining whether X could be a product of curves, we will be interested in eventual splittings of its
cotangent bundle. Our first goal is to extend certain complex directions of X to the whole surface. This
works out when two or less distinct complex directions of X are relevant.
Then we give an example of a PK0 surface X with three relevant complex directions, which is not
a product of two curves. It arises as a ramified covering of a torus over some elliptic curves. Let us
summarize some useful facts about flat elliptic curves inside a complex 2-dimensional torus, and deduce
some easy statements on ramified coverings of tori and PK0 surfaces.
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3.2 Excursion in the realm of complex tori
Definition 3.4. Two complex tori T1,T2 of same complex dimension n are said isogenous if one of these
equivalent conditions is satisfied:
• there is a finite-sheeted covering T1 Ñ T2 ;
• there is a finite-sheeted covering T2 Ñ T1 ;
• there are lattices Λ1,Λ2 of C
n such that Ti is biholomorphic to C
n{Λi and for some non-zero integers
n1, n2, n1Λ1 “ n2Λ2.
Isogeny defines an equivalence relation on the moduli space of complex n-dimensional tori: we denote it
ambiguously by ».
Definition 3.5. Given a flat elliptic curve C inside a complex n-dimensional torus T, there is a holo-
morphic local flat coordinate z on T such that C is locally given by an equation of the form z “ c for a
constant c P Cn. This coordinate z is actually globally defined up to an additive constant. Let us call it
the coordinate induced by C: up to additive and multiplicative constant, it is unique.
Two flat elliptic curves C1, C2 in T are said parallel if their induced coordinates can be made equal
by constant shift and rescaling.
Lemma 3.6. Let T be a flat two-dimensional complex torus containing two non parallel flat elliptic
curves C1, C2. Then T » C1 ˆ C2.
Proof. Let z1, z2 be the coordinates of T induced by C1, C2. Since they are globally defined up to additive
constant, they induce global holomorphic maps z˜1 : T Ñ C{Γ1, z˜2 : T Ñ C{Γ2 for some lattices Γ1,Γ2.
The equation z˜i “ ci is now a global equation for Ci (for a good choice of ci) and there is a projection
in the local basis z˜1, z˜2 given by px1, x2q P T ÞÑ ppc1, x1q, pc2, x2qq P C1 ˆC2. Hence, T is a finite-sheeted
covering of C1 ˆ C2.
We can now prove Proposition 1.5.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let T be a torus and C1, . . . , Cn flat curves in T with no three of them having
a common intersection point. Let X be a ramified covering of T over C1, . . . , Cn. It has trivial holonomy;
it is only left to check the local condition that it should be polyhedral Kähler.
It is clear outside of the ramification locus. In a neighbourhood of a point belonging to only one
ramification line, there are two local coordinate z1, z2 as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 making the situation
isometric to: pz1, z2q ÞÑ pz
m
1 , z2q P C
2 over a neighbourhood of the point p0, 0q, with ramification line
tz1 “ 0u. Take any ε ą 0. Gluing cubes
Cubk “ tpz1, z2q P C
2 | |z1|, |z2| ă ε, argpz1q P rpik, pipk ` 1qsu
by isometries for k P Z{2mZ, we get a local PK0 model of our singularity.
In a neighbourhood of an intersection point of two ramification lines, the situation is again as in
Lemma 3.6, that is to say like in the chart pz1, z2q ÞÑ pz
m
1
, zn
2
q P C2 over a neighbourhood of p0, 0q. Then
consider all cubes
Cubk,l “ tpz1, z2q P C
2 | |z1|, |z2| ă ε, argpz1q P rpik, pipk ` 1qsu, argpz2q P rpil, pipl ` 1qsu
for k P Z{2mZ, l P Z{2nZ and glue Cubk,l with Cubk`1,l (respectively Cubk,l with Cubk,l`1) on the side
argpz1q “ pipk` 1q (respectively argpz2q “ pipl` 1q) by the identity. This gives a local PK
0 model of our
product-type singularity.
Remark 3.7. Let X be a PK0 surface and a ramified covering of a complex flat two-dimensional torus
pi : X Ñ T over curves C1, . . . , Cn Ă T. Let Xs be as usual the singular locus of X as a PK
0 surface.
Then pipXsq is a union of flat elliptic curves inside T, since any codimension 2 face of X has a fixed
complex direction. Conversely, each pi´1pCiq is a curve of fixed complex direction in X. There is generally
no equality between pipXsq and C1 Y . . .Y Cn.
Remark 3.8. If a flat torus contains three flat elliptic curves C1, C2, C3, none of them parallel, then
the projections C3 Ñ C1, C3 Ñ C2 are non-zero, so C1, C2, C3 are isogenous. To that extent, considering
PK0 surfaces being ramified over at least three curves on a torus is a very nice and specific situation.
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3.3 Extend line bundles
In the forthcoming proofs, we need to extend line bundles near some singularities. Let us prepare for it
with the following results.
Definition 3.9. If L is a line bundle on XzXs and a subsheaf of Ω
1pXzXsq, we will call a line bundle
L˜ an extension of L to the set U if XzXs Ă U Ă X, L˜ is a subsheaf of Ω
1pUq, and the pull-back of L˜ by
the injection XzXs ãÑ U is equal to L.
In order to extend line bundles near singularities of complex codimension 2, there is the lemma 3.2
from [3] by Fabricio Catanese and Mateo Franciosi:
Definition 3.10. Let X be a complex surface. A special tensor ω is a never-vanishing global section of
the sheaf
SpT :“ Sym2pΩ1pXqq b pdet Ω1pXqq´1 » End0pTXq,
where End0pTXq is the sheaf of trace zero endomorphisms of TX. Locally, in a basis
´
B
Bz1
, BBz2
¯
of the
tangent space, the isomorphism of sheaves is given by
a11
dz1 b dz1
dz1 ^ dz2
` a
dz1 b dz2 ` dz2 b dz1
dz1 ^ dz2
` a22
dz2 b dz2
dz1 ^ dz2
ÞÝÑ
ˆ
´a a22
a11 a
˙
.
Remark 3.11. On a compact complex surface, the fact that a special tensor is never-vanishing is tanta-
mount to the fact that its (holomorphic on X, hence constant) determinant as endomorphism of TX is
non-zero.
Proposition 3.12. Let X be a complex surface. A splitting of Ω1pXq as direct sum of two line bundles
M1,M2 is equivalent to the existence of a special tensor ω on X. As it happens, one can assume that
locally, if Mi “ C ¨ dzi, then ω corresponds to the diagonal endomorphism of the tangent space with
eigenvalues ´1, 1 and respective eigenvectors BBz1 ,
B
Bz2
.
Let us use theses results to prove:
Lemma 3.13. Let X is a complex surface with a finite set of marked points S. Suppose either that X is
compact or that each s P S is contained in a compact complex curve C Ă X. If there are two line bundles
M1,M2 such that Ω
1pXzSq “ M1 ‘M2, then one can extend them (in the sense of Definition 3.10) as
M˜1, M˜2 to X. It yields a splitting Ω
1pXq “ M˜1 ‘ M˜2.
Proof. Combine Proposition 3.9 on the complex surface XzS, the fact that the sheaf SpT is locally the
same as a 3-dimensional free sheaf of holomorphic functions and Hartogs’ extension theorem to define a
global section of SpT on X . Its determinant is non-zero on XzS; at a point s P S belonging to a compact
complex curve C (respectively to X , if it is compact), since the determinant should be holomorphic, hence
constant and non-zero on C (respectively X), we get detpωsq ‰ 0, so ωs ‰ 0. So we have a special tensor
on X , and the converse direction of Proposition 3.12 applies to split the cotangent bundle of X .
Near complex codimension 1 singularities, we extend line bundles thanks to the following result:
Lemma 3.14. Let X be a PK0 surface with 2-skeleton Xs and C Ă Xs an irreducible component. Let Cs
be the set of complex codimension 2 singularities of X belonging to C. Let x P CzCs with a neighbourhood
Vx Ă X not intersecting Cs. Let L1, L2 two holomorphic line bundles defined on VxzC such that L1 is
the complex direction of C. Then L1, L2 can be extended to holomorphic line bundles on a neighbourhood
x P Ux Ă Vx.
Proof. Reducing to a smaller neighbourhood Ux Ă Vx, we have a chart φx : pz1, z2q P Ux Ñ pz
n
1 , z2q P C
2,
in local coordinates pz1, z2). This coordinate system can be chosen such that L1, L2 are spanned by the
1-forms dz1, dz2 on UxzC.
Let us take local coordinates z, z2 on Ux pulled back from pz1, z2q through this chart: nz
n´1 dz “
dz1, dz2 “ dz2. Setting L1pUxq “ C ¨ dz and L2pUxq “ C ¨ dz2 makes sense and gives rise to the two
extended holomorphic line bundles as wished.
Remark 3.15. Complex codimension 1 singularities are tackled locally, whereas we need some global
hypothesis (some compactness condition) to deal with complex codimension 2 singularities.
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3.4 P K0 surfaces with two complex direction
We start by recalling a result of [1] to characterise a product of complex curves.
Theorem (by Arnaud Beauville) Let X be a compact complex surface. Its tangent bundle splits if
and only if the universal cover of X is a product of two complex surfaces U ˆ V and the fundamental
group pi1pXq acts diagonally on U ˆV , or X is a Hopf surface with universal cover C
2zt0u and pi1pXq »
Z ‘ Z{mZ generated by px, yq ÞÑ pαx, βyqq with |α| ď |β| ă 1 and px, yq ÞÑ pλx, µyq with λ, µ primitive
m-roots of unity for some m P N˚.
Since a Hopf surface can not be a PK0 surface as proven in Section 1.2, we are left to prove
Proposition 3.16. Let X be a PK0 surface with at most two complex directions. Then its cotangent
bundle splits.
Proof. Let L1, L2 be two locally independent line bundles defined on XzXs by translating dz1, dz2
(thanks to flatness and trivial holonomy of X), such that the at most two complex directions of X are
among them. They extend to L˜1, L˜2 on XzS by Lemma 3.14, for S Ă Xs the set of complex codimension
2 singularities on X ; since X is compact, Lemma 3.13 then extends L˜1, L˜2 to X , and we are done.
3.5 Ramified torus over three curves of different complex direction
Let us first prove a technical lemma, using the following well-known fact.
Lemma 3.17. Let L be a line bundle on a complex curve X, with f : O Ñ L be a non-zero section.
Suppose it has zeros p1, . . . , pk with multiplicities n1, . . . , nk. Then c1pLq P H
2
DR
pXq is Poincaré dual to
the divisor n1p1 ` . . . , nkpk.
Let us call this divisor the zero-divisor of f .
Definition 3.18. Let B be a bundle of rank r on a complex curve X. The slope of B is:
slpBq “
1
r
ż
X
c1pBq.
Corollary 3.19. Let L,M be line bundles on a complex curve X. If slpLq ą slpMq, then HompL,Mq “ 0.
If slpLq “ slpMq, then any f P HompL,Mq is either zero or an isomorphism.
Proof. Let f P HompL,Mq neither zero, nor an isomorphism. It induces a non-zero section f˜ : O Ñ
M b L´1. By Lemma 3.17, if D is the zero-divisor of f˜ ,
slpM b L´1q “ degpDq ď 0,
so slpMq ď slpLq.
Lemma 3.20. Let X be a complex curve, B a bundle of rank 2 on X with splittings B “ L1 ‘ L2 “
M1 ‘M2. Then there are i, j P t1, 2u such that Li » Mj and Lj » Mi. If L1 fi L2, then one of these
two isomorphisms is an equality, and if moreover c1pL1q “ c1pL2q, both isomorphisms are equalities.
Proof. Without loss of generality, slpM1q ě slpL1q ě slpL2q ě slpM2q.
If HompM1, L1q “ HompM1, L2q “ 0, then HompM1,M1 ‘M2q “ HompM1, Bq “ 0, contradiction!
Hence, by Corollary 3.19, either slpM1q “ slpL1q andM1 » L1, or slpM1q “ slpL1q “ slpL2q andM1 » L2.
In this second case, let us reverse the names of L1, L2, so that M1, L1 are anyway isomorphic.
We can not have HompL1,M2q “ HompL2,M2q “ 0 either. Hence, either L2 and M2 are isomorphic
(and we are done), or HompL2,M2q “ 0 and L1,M1,M2 are isomorphic. In this last case, HompL2,M1q “
HompL2,M2q “ 0, so HompL2, Bq “ 0, contradiction!
Now let us prove the second statement of Lemma 3.20. We assume slpM1q “ slpL1q ě slpL2q “ slpM2q
and M1 » L1,M2 » L2. If HompM1, L2q “ 0, then the morphism
f : M1 ãÑM1 ‘M2 “ L1 ‘ L2
p
Ñ L2
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induced by the projection p to L2 parallel to L1 is zero, soM1 “ L1 and we are done. Else, slpM1q “ slpL2q
and M1, L2 are isomorphic, so L1, L2 are isomorphic.
The third statement of Lemma 3.20 is proven similarly.
Now, we can prove what we want.
Proposition 3.21. Consider X a PK0 surface which is a ramified cover of a torus over three lines
C1, C2, C3 with no common intersection point and of distinct complex directions, with respective ramifi-
cation orders n1 ě n2 ě n3: pi : X Ñ T. Then the cotangent bundle Ω
1pXq does not split.
Proof. Assume by contradiction Ω1pXq “ M1 ‘ M2. Let the line bundles L1, L2, L3 be the complex
directions of pi´1pC1q, pi
´1pC2q, pi
´1pC3q (defined on Ω
1pXzXsq).
Let C 11 Ă X be a parallel to pi
´1pC1q. By Lemmata 3.14 and 3.13, L2, L3 can be extended to be
defined globally on an open neighbourhood of C 1
1
, so that Ω1pXq|C1
1
“ L2|C1
1
‘L3|C1
1
. Moreover, since C 1
1
has positive intersection with pi´1pC2q and pi
´1pC3q (and a generic choice of C
1
1
gives generic intersection
points), L2|C1
1
(of degree n2) and L3|C1
1
(of degree n3) are not isomorphic. According to Lemma 3.20,
L2|C1
1
“Mi|C1
1
for some i, say i “ 2. Passing to any parallel C 11, we get
L2|Xzpi´1pC1q “M2|Xzpi´1pC1q.
Similarly, L1|Xzpi´1pC2q “ Mj|Xzpi´1pC2q for some j, and j “ 1 since L1, L2 are locally linearly inde-
pendent as subbundles of Ω1pXzXsq.
Hence, the special tensor ω given by the splitting Ω1pXq “M1 ‘M2 satisfies:
ωp “ αppq
dz1 b dz2 ` dz2 b dz1
dz1 ^ dz2
for all p P zzpi´1pC1 Y C2q and some holomorphic never-vanishing function α on Xzpi
´1pC1 Y C2q.
Let us write ω in local coordinates in a neighbourhood Up of a point p P pi
´1pC3qzpi
´1pC1 YC2q. Let
z1, z be local coordinates in Uz such that L1pUpq “ C ¨ dz1, L3pUpq “ C ¨ dz, there is a chart given in
these coordinates by:
φp : pz1, zq P Up ÞÑ pz1, z
nq P C2,
yielding dz1 “ dz1, nz
n´1 dz “ dz3. Since dz3 spans the complez direction of C3 in T, dz2 “ a dz1`b dz3
for some a, b P C˚. So, for all flat chart neighbourhood V Ă z, it holds in Up X V that
ωq“pz1,zq “
aαpqq
nzn´1
dz1 b dz1
dz1 ^ dz
` bαpqq
dz1 b dz
dz1 ^ dz
,
which is not bounded when z tends to zero, whereas ω should also be defined at p “ p0, 0q, contradiction.
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